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Abstract

Effective information gathering and retrieval of the most relevant web documents on the
topic of interest is difficult due to the large amount of information that exists in various
formats. Current information gathering and retrieval techniques are unable to exploit semantic
knowledge within documents in the “big data” environment; therefore, they cannot provide
precise answers to specific questions. Existing commercial big data analytic platforms are
restricted to a single data type; moreover, different big data analytic platforms are effective at
processing different data types. Therefore, the development of a common big data platform
that is suitable for efficiently processing various data types is needed. Furthermore, users often
possess more than one intelligent device. It is therefore important to find an efficient preference
profile construction approach to record the user context and personalized applications. In
this way, user needs can be tailored according to the user’s dynamic interests by tracking all
devices owned by the user.
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1. Introduction

Gartner research firm describes “big data” as the volume, variety, and velocity of structured
and unstructured data pouring through networks into processors and storage devices, along
with the conversion of such data into business advice for enterprises. However, it is difficult to
find an appropriate or satisfying method to organize, manipulate, and manage big data. An
appropriate platform for processing the big data personalized information retrieval system is
necessary and important.

Traditional personalized query refinement technologies are based either on search results or
on some form of knowledge structure. None of them account for the tremendous increase in the
number of intelligent devices that a user has. A user often has more than one intelligent device,
such as a desktop computer, notebook, smart phone, or pad. It is not sufficient to determine
individual preference based only on personal information stored in one computer. Therefore, a
personalized query refinement strategy should be studied that can comprehensively consider
all devices a user has in order to determine user preference.

Historically, data analytics software has been incapable of using an entire large data setor at
least most of itto compile complete analysis for a query. Instead, it has relied on representative
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samplings, or subsets, of the information to render these re-
ports, even though analyzing more information produces more
accurate results. That approach is changing with the emergence
of new big data analytics engines, such as Apache Hadoop,
LexisNexis HPCC systems, and the 1010data cloud-based ana-
lytics service. These new platforms are eliminating the role of
summarization and providing complete views of big data sets.

Query expansion techniques can be broadly classified into
two categories: those based on search results, and those based
on some form of knowledge structure. The former depends on
the search process and uses relevance feedback from a previous
search iteration as the source to identify the query expansion
terms [1, 2]. The latter is independent of the search process;
moreover, additional query terms are derived by traversing a
semantic network built according to a knowledge structure.
Knowledge structures used by this group of techniques can
either be a general-purpose ontology (or thesaurus) [3], an on-
tology built for a specific domain [4], or an ontology constructed
from document collection based on term clustering [5].

In this paper, we construct an architecture to efficiently pro-
cess large-scale data sets according to actual user demand and
realize seamless integration of different devices that belong
to one user. Based on this architecture, we construct the user
profile, which records the user’s access logs and retrieval habits
or areas of interest. We then update the user profile according
to this behavior and share the dynamic profile with each user
device.

2. The Proposed Modeling Method

2.1 Multi-agent Personalized Query Refinement Approach

We propose a multi-agent-based approach to address the limita-
tions of traditional query refinement technology. Our approach
first expands the initial query according to the semantics of the
user’s input query. It then expands the preliminary refined query
by comprehensively considering three methods for determining
term and document frequency, lexical compounds, and sentence
selection. These will be applied to the documents stored in all
intelligent devices of the given user.

The framework and workflow of the proposed multi-agent
personalized query refinement approach in the big data environ-
ment are shown in Figure 1.

Step 1: User 1 submits the initial query in the form of
“UseID.Query” to the client agent. For example, with User001.
news (“001” is the user ID and “news” is the initial query; these
are shown as Path 1 in Figure 1), the client agent verifies the

user identities and informs the device tracker of the devices
belonging to User 1 (shown as Path 2 in Figure 1).

Step 2: The device tracker runs a simple loop that periodically
sends heartbeat-method calls to every device belonging to User
1. The heartbeat response from each device informs the device
tracker that a device is alive; additionally, the device double as a
channel for messages. If the device is alive, its active degree (as
“UserID.ADj,” with j being the device index) is plus one, which
is used to determine the importance of the expanded terms
created by the corresponding device. As part of the heartbeat,
the device tracker indicates whether a device is ready to run
a query expanded task; if it is, the device tracker informs the
query expand agent.

Step 3: The query expand agent first expands the user’s query
using knowledge-based query expansion. It then returns the pre-
liminary refinement query to the user. After user feedback, the
knowledge-based query expansion method creates an ontology-
based query expansion set (“OETS,” as shown as Path 3 in
Figure 1). The query expand agent sends the ontology-based
query expansion set “OETS” to the user device-based query
expansion subagent (shown as Path 4 in Figure 1) to create
user device-based query expansion set “UETS” according to the
documents and browsing history stored in the device. (Suppose
User 1 submits the query and that the desk computer and smart
phone are alive. The query expand agent then expands the query
according to data stored in the above two devices.)

Step 4: After user device-based query expansion, the user
device-based query expansion subagent sends “UETS” to the
weighted query expansion subagent (shown as Path 5 in Fig-
ure 1). The weighted query expansion subagent further deter-
mines the final refinement query according to active degree
“UserID.ADj” of each device. It then copies both the initial
query and refinement query to a shared filesystem (shown as
Path 6 in Figure 1). Therefore, the next time the same user
submits the same query, the query expansion agent can directly
expand the query according to the shared filesystem.

Step 5: For more effective query expansion, when the device
tracker monitors a previously unalive device that is currently
alive, it informs the query expansion agent, which implements
the same process as above to again expand the initial query and
update the shared file system.

Step 6: In this step, a refined query is used as the final query
to retrieve academic papers that have been processed by the big
data process platform (shown as Path 6 in Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Framework of the multi-agent personalized query refine-
ment approach in a big data environment.

3. Multi-agent Functions

Assume O1, O2, O3, . . . , On are the ontologies of the domain
D1, D2, . . . , Dn, respectively, and Ti = {ti1, ti2, . . . }, i(1, n)
comprise the terms set determined from ontology Oi. Assume
Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qm} is the initial query of the user. IfQ∩Ti =
∅, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the query has no relevance to this specific
domain. Thus, we can obtain all relevant domains Df1, Df2,
. . . , Dfk (here, Q ∩ Tfj 6= ∅, f1 ≤ fj ≤ fk). Then, add the
name of relevant domain Df1, Df2, . . . , Dfk as the additional
feature of the initial query and return them to the users.

Assume the suggested query set is ((Q,Df1), (Q,Df2), . . . ,

(Q,Dfs)). If different users input the same query, the query
returned by the users is ((Q,Dfi1), (Q,Dfi2), . . . , (Q,Dfis))

after their selection. Finally, after feedback of the different
users, the modified query set will be (α1(Q,Df1), α2(Q,Df2),

. . . αs(Q,Dfs)), where αi is the weight of the query in a certain
domain. The more attention users receive, the bigger the αi

value is, and the better that value can effectively reflect the
needs of users. After a period of modification, the weight
of the modified query that is smaller than a set value will be
discarded. We typically consider these domains as the deviation
of the definition about the query. Therefore, in the latter, when

a certain user inputs the same initial query, the knowledge-
based query expansion subagent will not consider the discarded
domain.

With this method, the system can determine the domain
about which most users are concerned, thereby providing more
accurate information for the retrieval.

However, for a certain user, the query returned by the query
input user must reside in an exact domain and in the form of
(Q,Dfi). Considering that the initial query as provided by the
user may be an inadequate representation of the user’s infor-
mation needs, the knowledge-based query expansion subagent
will then expand the query returned with hypernym (kind-of
relationship), hyponym (part-of relationship), and allomorph
(instance-of relationship) according to the ontology tree. Hence,
after this kind of expansion, the candidate query set may be
OETS = {Term1, Term2, . . . , Term n}.

The above knowledge-based query expansion only considers
the semantic expansion of the query. The following part shows
that the user device-based query expansion will consider the
personal interest of all intelligent devices for the same user.
Here, we adopt a three-level query expansion.

The first level is based on term frequency (TF) and document
frequency (DF). We independently associate a score with each
term in the user’s device document based on TF and DF to
match the similarity between them and the user’s web query,
thereby finding the candidate terms that can be used to expand
the user’s query.

For academic papers, more informative terms tend to appear
toward the beginning; therefore, the position of the term ap-
pearing in these papers should be considered. Thus, we adopt a
TF-based term score by multiplying the actual frequency of a
term with a position score. The TF-based score is calculated by
Eq. (1):

Termscore =
tnwords− pos

tnwords
· log(1 + TF ) (1)

Here “tnwords” is the total number of terms in the document
stored in one of the user’s intelligent devices, “pos” is the posi-
tion of the first appearance of the term, and TF is the frequency
of each term in the document stored in one of the user’s online
intelligent devices that can match the user’s web query.

Terms larger than predefined threshold TTS will be consid-
ered as the candidate terms that can be used to expand the
query. Thus, after this level of expansion, the candidate query
set may be ETS = {Term1, Term2, . . . , Term n, Term n +

1, . . . , Term n+m}.
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The second level is based on lexical compounds. It can be
used to automatically identify key concepts over the input doc-
ument set according to the lexical dispersion of an expression;
i.e., the number of different compounds in which it appears
within a document or group of documents. It has been shown
that simple approaches based on noun analysis are almost as
effective as highly complex part-of-speech pattern identification
algorithms. Therefore, after this level of expansion, the candi-
date query set may be ETS = {Term1, Term2, . . . , Term n,

Term n + 1, Term n + 2, . . . , Term n +m, Term n +m +

1, . . . , Term n+m+ s}.
We generate sentence-based summaries by ranking the docu-

ment sentences according to their salience score. For academic
papers, more important sentences tend to appear in the begin-
ning. Here, we therefore consider the position of the sentence
and the matching degree of the sentence, as well as the user’s
initial query. The sentence-based score is calculated by Eq. (2):

sscore =


(average(NS)−pos)

average2(NS)
+ QSN2

QTN first 15 sentence

0 others
(2)

Here “average(NS)” is the average number of sentences of
all device items, “pos” is the position of the sentence, QSN is
the number of query terms present in the sentence, and QTN
is the total number of terms from the query.

Terms larger than predefined threshold TSS will be consid-
ered as the candidate terms that can be used to expand the query.
Therefore, after this level of expansion, the candidate query
set may be ETS = {Term1, Term2, . . . , Term n, Term n +

1, . . . , Term n +m,Term n +m + 1, . . . , Term n +m +

s, Term n+m+ s+ 1, . . . , Term n+m+ s+ t}.
For different intelligent devices owned by different users,

the more frequently the intelligent device is used, the better
it can reflect the preferences of the user. Therefore, in the
stage of weighted query expansion, we calculate the score of
the candidate term obtained at the stage of the user device-
based query expansion. This is performed to determine the final
extension term according to use frequency of the device.

For the intelligent device that is alive for a certain user, differ-
ent intelligent devices may create different query expansion sets
because different intelligent devices may store different docu-
ments and browsing history. The longer the intelligent device is
online, the greater its contribution to determining the individual
preferences of the user, and the larger the corresponding weight
of the candidate query expansion set generated by the internal
storage of documents and browsing history.

The weighted expanded query set is created by Eq. (3):

WETS =
⋃

i∈alive device
βi · UserID.ADi.ETS · tagi (3)

where,

βi =
UserID.ADi∑

i∈alive device UserID.ADi
tagi

=

1 if devicei alive

0 if devicei not alive

For each term in “WETS,” the weight smaller than 0.8 will
be discarded. To avoid noisy suggestions, we limit the output
expansion set to contain only terms appearing at least five times
on the user’s intelligent device; the remaining terms will be
selected as the final expanded query term.

4. Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed query refinement
approach, we performed experiments several times. The test
data was drawn from “TREC” conferences [6]. We used part of
these data sets crawled in 1997 [7] for TREC 9 and 10, which
have sets of ten topics and accompanying relevance determina-
tions. For user input queries, we used the title field from each
TREC topic; moreover, we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test
to evaluate the significance of the effectiveness of the results
[8]. Five computer science doctoral students and two master’s
students participated in the experiments.

We evaluated the performance of the proposed academic
query expansion method on knowledge-based mapping between
the input query and its semantic meaning, as well as the ex-
tracted important characteristics of the local document. In this
experiment, we constructed an “HDFS” cluster to simulate our
proposed method. We used a single computer with an Intel Core
4 CPU and 4 GB RAM as NameNode, and five computers with
Intel Core 2 CPUs and 4 GB RAM as DateNode. We employed
the Java programming language and Eclipse integrated develop-
ment environment. We analyzed and operated the personalized
ontology profiles using the Jena open-source framework. Our
proposed system was distributed in IP networks. The client
and server sides communicated with each other via TCP/IP
and UDP protocols. The server side accessed the database side
through a MySQL interface that supported remote access via
IP networks.

The goal of this experiment was to assess the relevance of
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the searched results returned to the user. For the baseline used
as a comparison for our experiment, we used conceptual query
expansion and two other lexical approaches for query expansion:
synonym-based expansion (exact match) and WordNet-based
expansion (soft match with Lesk-based similarity).

Conceptual query expansion is based on the knowledge base
of concept networks. In this method, query terms are matched
to those contained in the concept network; the concepts are
deduced from the network and additional query terms are se-
lected. On the other hand, synonym-based expansion expands
the query by adding all synonymous expressions of the terms to
the query. WordNet is an extensive lexical network of English
words. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are organized into
networks of synonym sets (synsets). Each synset represents
one underlying lexical concept, which is interlinked with others
with a variety of relations. Accordingly, WordNet-based expan-
sion expands the query by synonym, hypernym, and hyponym
within a limited length and depth.

Instead of using standard precision and recall measures to
evaluate the performance of this experiment, we evaluated the
top three and ten hits for each query and search method men-
tioned above. Furthermore, to evaluate the time cost of the
proposed methods, we additionally compared the resource con-
sumption of the above methods.

We defined four sets of queries to evaluate the performance
of the search. These sets and their characteristics are listed
below.

• Single concept: the query terms together identify a single
concept in the personalized ontology profile.

• Multi-concepts: each single query term identifies a single
concept in the personalized ontology profile.

• Similar concept: the query terms are closely related to
one of the existing concepts in the personalized ontology
profile.

• Image query: the query is not a text query; rather, it is a
picture in any format, such as .jpg, .bmp, and so on.

For each of the three query sets, we defined two queries.
The queries were executed with our proposed query expansion
method, conceptual query expansion, synonym-based expan-
sion, and WordNet-based expansion. The total number of test
cases was eight. Users were required to evaluate 300 docu-
ments, including text and image documents. The experiment
was performed under the premise of the user preference pro-
file’s convergence; accordingly, it could more precisely reflect

Figure 2. Average score for the top three and ten hits over the first
three queries for each of the query expansion methods.

the user’s interest. That is to say, realization of the proposed
query refinement approaches was based on the convergent user
preference profile. For the fourth set of the image query in our
experiment, we used the Baidu image recognition search engine
for the baseline comparison.

When users searched information about academic papers,
they had to click the “academic paper retrieval” option in the
“Advanced Search” page. Then, the experiment refined the
initial input query based on user preference. This automatically
refined the query and provided recommendations to the user
according to the user’s click and the given method.

The user could select some of them according to their de-
mand; the experiment then realized the second instance of
personalized information retrieval depending on the refinement
query. More than 85% of our testers were satisfied with the
expanded query terms.

Figure 2 shows the average score of each expansion tech-
nique mentioned previously with all queries of the second set.
From the figure, we can see that the overall results were at least
similar to, or better than, the other three query expansion meth-
ods for all query types. This is because the proposed method
comprehensively considers the semantic relationship of the dif-
ferent terms and the semantic relevance between different terms
in one input query. However, we can see that the performance
of the proposed method on the top three was slightly better than
that of the top ten. This may indicate that, in some academic pa-
pers, important sentences may also tend to appear near the end
of the documents; therefore, it is not sufficient to only consider
the words appearing in the beginning to expand the query.

Figure 3 shows the results of an average value calculated over
all test subjects for the first query set using the four expansion
techniques mentioned above. From the figure, we can see that
Query 1 showed a significantly better result than the conceptual
query expansion method and other two lexical approaches. This
is because the user preference was built on the basis of the
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Figure 3. Average score for the top three and ten hits over the first
set of queries for each of the query expansion methods.

Figure 4. Average scores for the top three and ten hits over the second
set of queries for each of the query expansion methods.

personalized ontology profile, which was closely related to the
user’s daily operating behavior. Moreover, the first set of the
query was matched with the personalized ontology profile to
conform to the user’s interest. Therefore, the proposed query
expansion method could more clearly comprehend the query
and provide a more accurate expansion suggestion.

Figure 4 displays the results of an average value calculated
over all test subjects for the second query set using the four
expansion techniques mentioned above. From the figure, it is
evident that our method performed better than the other three
approaches. However, the difference was not significant.

Figure 5 shows the results of values calculated over all test
subjects for the third query set using the four expansion tech-
niques. We can see that the average score was less than that
of the conceptual-based expansion method. The difference be-
tween the conceptual-based approach and our proposed query
approach was not significant because the conceptual-based
query expansion is based on concept networks of the knowledge
base. In this method, query terms are matched to those con-
tained in the concept network; concepts are deduced from the
network and additional query terms are selected. Consequently,
it can more clearly comprehend the semantic meaning of the
two different terms of the same query. Moreover, our proposed
method additionally considers the connection between two iso-

Figure 5. Average score for the top three and ten hits over the third
set of queries for each of the query expansion methods.

Figure 6. Average score for the top three and ten hits over the fourth
set of queries with Baidu and the proposed method.

lated query terms. Therefore, even though our method scored
somewhat lower than the conceptual-based query expansion,
the score difference was not large between the two methods.
In addition, as shown in the figure, the top three ranked hits
for three of the four approaches scored lower than the top ten
ranked hits on average, which may suggest that the ranking of
the documents was not optimal.

Figure 6 reveals the results of an average value calculated
over all image test subjects for the third query set compared
with the Baidu image recognition engine. Baidu has no person-
alized query expansion for image query; therefore, the average
precision was significantly lower than that of the proposed
method.

Furthermore, resource consumption of our approach ranked
fourth among the four approaches for the first two sets of
queries, third among the four approaches for the third set of
queries, and first compared to Baidu image recognition.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a multi-agent-based query refine-
ment approach that determines the domain to which the initial
query belongs. In this way, the method expands the query using
knowledge-based query expansion. Moreover, it can compre-
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hensively consider a user’s interests according to all intelligent
devices assigned to the user, thereby obtaining the optimized
query expansion set. Furthermore, to address academic papers
in big data, we used Hadoop as a platform to analyze and pro-
cess large caches of data, which enabled the identification of
a formalized model to represent different types of data and to
realize academic paper retrieval in big data.

This proposed approach is the first step in creating a system
implementing finely tuned query expansions. In the future,
we will implement and test various query test terms to refine
and redesign the proposed approach. Moreover, ontological
relationship exploration is a vast area with many variations.
Knowledge-based query expansion can be extended and en-
hanced in response to the results arising from the evaluation.
Furthermore, more work should be conducted to filter expan-
sion terms and thereby avoid ones that may be too generic. In
this way, noisy information can be eliminated.

The results of a comparison between our method, the text-
based retrieval baseline method, and the lexical-based query
expansion method showed that our method is better than the
other two methods in terms of average recall ratio and average
precision ratio. Nevertheless, additional research should be
conducted in the future to reduce the average response time and
resource consumption.
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